D ECREASI N G TOTAL COST O F OWN ERSH I P BY REM OTE M O N ITO RI N G
Remote monitoring of equipment and analysis of (performance) data is vital to
decrease operational costs. By monitoring essential equipment, problems can
be identified in time and solutions can be found. Ultimately, predict a problem
before it occurs, and if possible solve it remotely. This will result in higher uptime.
Remote monitoring provides efficiency.
For example, if a radar failure is identified
remotely, immediate action can be taken.
If possible the problem is solved remotely,
preventing delays and unnecessary travel
costs. If a service visit is necessary, insights
ensure an efficient service job and sending
the right spare parts and engineers to the
next port of call, for quick informed action
when the vessel arrives. This saves time
and money for the vessel.

OVERVIEW OF REMOTE DASHBOARDS
 Nav/Com Dashboard showing status of
radar, VHF, bridge equipment etc.
 Decision Support Dashboard customized to client’s requirements, e.g.
fuel consumption, emissions, temperature
of the cargo or requirements driven by
regulations.
 Fleet Overview Dashboard including data
such as marine traffic, speed, course and
weather.

DECISION SUPPORT DASHBOARD
Radio Holland provides monitoring dash
boards which are available 24/7. For example
a ‘decision support dashboard’. This
enables the owner to extract a wide variety
of data, including for example fuel usage,
speed, course but also weather conditions
and general maritime information. The
ship owner can analyze this data and
see if operations can be optimized. The
dashboard shows information of various
equipment on board.

ESSENTIAL DATA OF CHOICE
MONITORED 24/7
Radio Holland can monitor the performance
of the vessel remotely via 24/7 follow-thesun remote support centres. Predicting
and solving issues remotely and cutting
down costs. Radio Holland can supply
the IT equipment, the routers and servers
needed to extract relevant data from
equipment remotely, store it and send it via
a satellite to shore. These days everything
can be monitored, from the temperature
of the cargo to the amount of fuel in the
bunkers and even the amount of water
a cruise passenger uses in the shower!
This information can be presented on the
dashboards.

Dashboard and remote alerting display

VOYAGE DATA RECORDER: VALUABLE
SOURCE OF REMOTE MONITORING
Voyage Data Recorders are designed
to record all relevant navigational data
on board of ships. All this stored data
can be a valuable asset when applied for
performance analysis of the platform

it is installed upon. Creation of various
algorithms, using the available datasets,
can provide a unique tool to reduce
the cost-of-ownership of the valuable
investments. The remote DataManager
function is a comprehensive web service
that provides shore based managers
extensive transparency into their fleet’s
status and performance.
OPTIMIZED UPTIME
Radio Holland’s strategy regarding remote
monitoring is all about decreasing the total
cost of ownership by providing insight into
vessel operations and planning action in
time. Radio Holland monitors the systems,
identifies problems in advance and
provides solutions, remote or on the spot.
Goal is optimized uptime and availability of
the vessel.
Radio Holland is well-known as the global
provider of NavCom, IT, Connectivity and
Service & Maintenance. Radio Holland
connects its customers to an unrivalled
network of 80 offices along the global
shipping routes. With remote support
centres in Rotterdam, Houston and
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Oleg Strashnov of SHL under remote contract
with Radio Holland.
Singapore, Radio Holland integrates ship’s
data into dashboards. Radio Holland delivers
technical expertise helping customers run
their business with less downtime and
lower operational expenditures.

CONTACT RADIO HOLLAND
E info@radioholland.com
T +31 10 428 3344
www.radioholland.com
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